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Project Background:
The purpose of this case study was to consider how to implement the
recommendations of the Managing Timber Transport Good Practice Guide
published by the Forest Industry Transport Group (FITG).
The FITG includes representatives off all stakeholders in the timber transport.
The Good Practice Guide is a framework which has been accepted by all
stakeholders and the case study will provide guidance on how to put into
practice.
The majority of forests are located at the end of the road network and access
is over local roads only. The transport of timber is challenging as these roads,
and bridges on them, are structurally weak and were not built for such
modern loads. On the other hand round timber is a low value produce and
needs to be transported at maximum efficiency.
To date consultation between the forest industry and the roads authorities
has been poor. The good practice guide encourages a partnership approach
to the problems include better planning and communications at all stage of
the operations.
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PRE COMMENCEMENT MEETING
HELD AT LEITRIM COUNTY
COUNCIL OFFICES

In attendance were:
Hugh Cawley and Edward McTiernan
VEON Forest Management Company
Shay O’ Connor and Marie Mulligan
Leitrim County Council Roads Authority
Gerry McMorrow McMorrow Haulage
Haulage Contractor
Eamon Flaherty Timber purchaser
Gary O’Brien Waterford Institute Technology
FITG Agreed Routes Project (observational)
Michael Pedini
Waterford Institute Technology
FITG Agreed Routes Project (observational)
Ger Devlin
University College Dublin
FITG Agreed Routes Project (observational)
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Operations assigned to this case study:
• The study considered two harvest operations in
County Leitrim:
• Forest No 1 located at Mullaghgarve, Aghacashel.
2nd thin operation with 300t to be harvested.
• This site had previously been double handled using a
tractor and trailer at a cost of €4/tonne at 1st thin
due to weak access road from Aghacashel.
• Forest No 2 located at Drumrewy, Drumkeeran.
Clearfell Operation with 900t to be harvested.
• This site was issued with a bond of €2,000 due to
weak access road from Drumkeeran.

Forestry In Ireland
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Post Operations Conclusions:
1. Consultation
Consultation and partnership is vital for the success of any forest operations which involve up
to 4 different members – Forest Management Co, Forest Buyer, Haulage Contractor and Roads
Authority.

2. Vehicle Specification
The use of CTI on the vehicle used in Forest no 1 was a major reason why the sub-standard
local roads were able to withstand the timber loads. This in turn meant that no operations
were stopped by the road authority due to damage to the road network.

3 Agreed Routes
Use of agreed routes is vital for the partnership approach to forestry transport. All routes
were agreed for both forests that were of concern to the road authority.

4 Forest Harvesting Planning
While forest harvesting plans was not part of this case study, during discussions with all
interested parties the subject of forest harvesting planning was discussed. It was felt that if
these plans for the next 3 to 5 years could be made available to road authorities it would be
of great benefit.

CONCLUSIONS FOR FUTURE PROJECTS:
While this case study was a success for the 2 forests in question we need to
expand the next study to include all forests within certain areas. The following
conclusions and recommendations are taken from this case study:
1. The recommendation of this case study is that each local authority holds a
forestry consultation meeting every 6 months. Invited to this meeting should
be all known forest management companies, haulage contractors etc. in
operation in their area.
2. The proposed grant scheme by the Forest Service to aid the installation of
CTI on existing trucks should be rolled out as soon as possible.
3. The agreed routes study by UCD/WIT is vital for the introduction of the
agreed routes concept. This should be progressed as soon as possible.
4. A study of how to obtain forest harvesting plans from Coillte and Private
Forests Owners should be investigated.
5. Case studies should be set up in a number of different local authorities to
ensure all possible circumstances are covered.
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